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How to Pay Off Indy Rentals 
in Less Than 2-3 Years. 

Here's a cool way we invented for out of state
landlords to get 10-20 rentals paid off at LIGHT SPEED

This is a new series just for OOS PASSIVE Indy real estate investors
It call comes down to how you BUILD YOUR TEAM
Have a specific Passive Income target and Asset Acquisition Plan
Passive VS. Active Difference: Lead Gen, Lead Conversion and Fanbase Building
TIME: the MOST important financial decision you'll make is to create passive income.
T3 = Team - Targets - Timeline: $30,000/month goal in ONE sentence? (Forever Fund)

19 Tips for Out of State Real Estate Investors to Create A $10,000/Month
Passive Income In the Indy Market, Tip #2:

Three Stories of Building a 
Free and Clear Rental Property Portfolio 
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How to Pay Off Indy Rentals 
in Less Than 2-3 Years. 

Here's a cool way we invented for out of state 
landlords to get 10-20 rentals paid off at LIGHT SPEED

This is a new series just for OOS PASSIVE Indy real estate investors -
Who have at least $100,000 cash, great credit and 3-5 years.
- It call comes down to how you BUILD YOUR TEAM
- Have a specific Passive Income/Equity (L/P) target and Asset Acquisition Plan 
- Passive VS. Active Difference: Lead Gen, Lead Conversion and Fanbase Building
- TIME: the MOST important financial decision you'll make is to create passive income.
- T3 = Team - Targets - Timeline: $30,000/month goal in ONE sentence? (Forever Fund)

Today's Lesson to Improve Your Passive Income Skill:  Free and Clear
- You skill in paying OFF your rentals will determine how fast you get to passive income 
- You and your Team need to understand how to ACCELERATE mortgage reduction
- You need the Buy/Hold and Flips done with based on EC = Equity Creation

19 Tips for Out of State Real Estate Investors to Create A $10,000/Month
Passive Income In the Indy Market, Tip #2:
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The ONLY way to get rich in real estate is with Buy and Hold. why flip?
1.)  To establish capital position to DO Buy and Holds
2.)  To pay for negative cash flow to do MORE Buy and Holds
3.)  To pay down mortgages on your current and future Buy and Holds

Free and Clear Models - we have several ways to pay off property: 
- A Model, Transaction Introduction... FLIPS
- Story ONE: "Wife beater" changed by jean jacket?
- Story TWO: How to get a $2.5M apartment wholesale deal + 5k/month?
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Make the right choice and this is an easy one:
"If you want to be beautiful, you must make beautiful choices."

- Epictetus
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Buy and Hold Flips

Property 1

Property 2

Property 3

Property 4

Property 5

Flip 1

Flip 2

Flip 3

Flip 4

Flip 5

The Side Flip
You know Beautiful Azam gots to have 

his is Side (Piece) Business.
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Free and Clear Models - THREE LOC Self Serves
1.)  Use LOC to do Flips
2.)  Use LOC to pay off Property 2
3.)  Use LOC for hybrid Flips and pay down
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Nobody likes an LC, not even Jesus:
"A little extra sleep, a little more slumber, he who loves to sleep and the folding of hands, poverty 

will set upon you like a thief in the night, and scarcity will attack you like an armed robber.”
- The BIBLE

Story Three: $200k Duplex Paid Off in 120 Days?
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Free and Clear Models - THREE LOC Self Serves
How can I get around the 5 mortgage limit?
The ONLY three reasons to Flip real estate?
What are three Self Serve plays with a LOC?
Multiple ways to pay off high yield rentals in 2-3 years?
What is the difference between paying down a mortgage versus a LOC?
What are three Mortgage Payoff Accelerators from the Free and Clear Models?
Can you explains the AAP with the Equity L/P Goals to your neighbor, to a child? 
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Don't get sidetracked:
To see and listen to the wicked is already the beginning of wickedness.

Wheresoever you go, go with all your heart. 
- Confucius
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"In order to its being the most beneficial system for the throne, it must be that which produces the most considerable revenue, and 
the most numerous and powerful army.  We must inquire, therefore, whether this principle or plan tends clearly to increase 
commerce and population. It is certain that the possessor of an estate will cultivate his own inheritance better than that of another. 

The spirit of property doubles a man's strength. He labors for himself and his family both with more vigor and pleasure than he 
would for a master. The slave, who is in the power of another, has but little inclination for marriage; he often shudders even at the 
thought of producing slaves like himself. His industry is damped; his soul is brutalized; and his strength is never exercised in its 
full energy and elasticity. 

The possessor of property, on the contrary, desires a wife to share his happiness, and children to assist in his labors. His wife and 
children constitute his wealth. The estate of such a cultivator, under the hands of an active and willing family, may become ten 
times more productive than it was before. The general commerce will be increased. The treasure of the prince will accumulate. The 
country will supply more soldiers. It is clear, therefore, that the system is beneficial to the prince. Poland would be thrice as 
populous and wealthy as it is at present if the peasants were not slaves. Nor is the system less beneficial to the great landlords."

Voltaire: "The spirit of property doubles a man's strength."


